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It’s ETHOS, bitch! Welcome back to another edition of Iowa State’s most irreverent student magazine—so grab yourself a beer and let’s get started!

For starters, writer Kyle Peterson gets down and dirty as he profiles some of the filthiest jobs at Iowa State University (pg. 14). Did you know students used to use the gymnasium for something other than athletics? Now that’s dirty!

Speaking of dirty, co-editor in chief Zach Johnson has the 411 on sexting (pg. 22). He’s even seen Paris Hilton’s naughty camera pics—but really, who hasn’t? It’ll definitely make you think twice before you send out your next mass text.

Keeping up with the dirty theme—hey, this is ETHOS after all—writer Karla Walsh tells you everything you need to know about preventing the spread of swine—err, H1N1 (pg.18). So if you don’t want to be quarantined and treated like an outcast, this is a must-read.

And if you’re feeling depressed about the bleak job market, take a page out of Sam Summers’ book (pg. 10). The self-made concert booker/promoter talks exclusively with staff writer Tyler Kingkade about how he got his start (and kept Fall Out Boy from breaking up).

Finally, as it those articles weren’t enough, we’ve got tons of great finds—from the trendiest boutiques (pg. 05) to some stimulating eateries (pg. 08). We even beg the question—who does Cy think he is (pg. 30)?

Still can’t get enough ETHOS? Us, either. Be sure to check out our website for full-length articles, slideshows, polls and more. It’s definitely better than that Twitter nonsense (but if you’re so inclined, follow us @ETHOS_magazine). So let’s dive deeper into your 6-pack and this issue—it’s borderline amazing.

XOXO,
Zach Johnson & Addie Knight
Co-Editors in Chief